
University of Mississippi's Stefan Moody
Signs with FW Sports Management

FW Sports Management, a wholly owned subsidiary of Forman Watkins & Krutz LLP, recently welcomed former

University of Mississippi basketball guard Stefan Moody as its newest client. Moody is a two time All-SEC guard who led

the league this past season in scoring an average of 23.6 points per game.  He has been recognized as a top senior, 2016

Men's Most Valuable Rebel, and two-time All-SEC honoree. Moody is also a two-time Howell Trophy recipient, which is

awarded annually to the top men’s basketball player in the state of Mississippi. Moody will graduate from the University

of Mississippi in May.“We believe Stefan is the best college point guard in the country,” said FW Sports founding

member W.G. Watkins.  “He is known for his three ball, but his ability to penetrate and create is just as good.  Stefan is a

crowd pleaser.  He can put on a show and has that megawatt million dollar smile.  He is the full package.”"Playing in the

NBA has been a dream of mine for a long time” said Moody.  “I have worked my entire life for an opportunity and now I

can see it right in front of me.  I felt FW Sports offered me the best chance of achieving my goal.  Their emphasis on a

personal relationship and being part of a family was very important in my decision. I am happy to get this decision

behind me so that I can focus on achieving my dream."Moody is expected to train in New Orleans and Oxford in

preparation for the NBA draft.FW Sports Management is a full-service international sports representation and legal

group representing athletes and coaches in all major sports. Through its experience and the experience of its partners,

FW Sports provides a complete array of services for all of its clients. FW Sports Management currently operates offices

in Oxford and Jackson, Mississippi, and New Orleans, Louisiana.
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